CAMBRIDGE EUPHONIUMS & BARITONES
Review

By: Mr James Brice – Head of Performing Arts at Knox Grammar School, Former Principal Euphonium
RAAF Air Command Band Sydney, Musical Director Castle Hill RSL Youth Wind Orchestra and North
West Wind Ensemble

As a passionate and seasoned conductor, educator and performer of over 30 years, I sincerely
understand the importance of selecting great quality instruments for each stage of our student’s musical
growth and journey.
Over the past couple of years, I have been exceptionally impressed with the outstanding development
and high-quality manufacture of the Cambridge Euphoniums & Baritones, particularly as demonstrated
in the current stock at Sax & Woodwind.
Firstly, I was impressed with the range of quality instruments available through the Cambridge Stock,
with suitability for beginners, developing and advanced players. All instruments maintained excellent
free-blowing characteristics throughout the range, together with secure intonation, excellent
craftsmanship, great valve-blocks and attractive cases, with backpack strap set ups across the student
baritone range, wheels for the student and intermediate euphoniums, and attractive cases with satchels
in the advanced/professional range.
Furthermore, I was exceptionally pleased with the high-quality finish of the lacquer and silver plate
options. The instruments really ‘stand out’ due to the high-quality plating, especially the depth of shine
resulting from the 12-micron plating, this is a definite plus for both quality finish, and longevity.
Player comfort and playability are such vital aspects in setting up students for success. The recent
Cambridge range of student baritones in both 3 & 4 valve options have most certainly achieved this
outcome. The instruments are light, with young players easily reaching the lead-pipe with good hand
positioning. The 4 valve baritones provide exceptional extension options for the aspiring baritone
players, which also setting up smaller frame students for the larger euphonium in the coming years.
Similarly, the Cambridge Student Euphonium range (3 & 4 valve) non compensating euphoniums are
easy to play, with minimal resistance, solid intonation and sensible weight/density. The instruments
look and feel great, particularly the two tone (silver and gold intermediate Cambridge Euphonium) for
which is visually attractive and musically rewarding to play for an exceptionally modest price point.
That’s right, the prices across the complete range student-intermediate-advanced are EXCEPTIONALLY
reasonable for which is tremendous news for Primary/Secondary and Community Band Programs. The
attractive ‘price-point’ of Cambridge instruments also demonstrates affordability and confidence for
parents purchasing these quality instruments for their children during their primary and secondary
school years.

Finally the advanced/professional range of Cambridge Baritones and Euphoniums are outstanding
instruments in offering ‘next level’ success for the aspiring students/ community band players wishing to
play on professional grade compensating instruments, fitted out with all of the attractive options such
as the remarkable tuning slide trigger systems, high quality mouthpieces and protective guards. The
price point of these instruments provide opportunity to individuals/ families and senior secondary
school students to play, learn and perform on at a much earlier age, made possible due to the
exceptionally reasonable cost.
Now with many of my low brass students performing on the Cambridge Euphoniums, I can say with
assurance that I am exceptionally pleased with the smiles on the faces and the sounds that I am hearing.
Thanks Sax & Woodwind!
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